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CABINET 

 

Report subject  Sub-Regional Partnerships 

Meeting date  29th July 2020 

Status  Public Report   

Executive summary  BCP Council is part of several sub-regional and sub-national 
partnerships involving different directorates and service areas.  
Many of the partnerships cover different geographical areas. 
Recently, new sub-regional and sub-national partnerships have 
begun to form and are asking BCP Council to be part of them.   

This report sets out the main sub-regional and sub-national 
partnerships the Council is part of and those that it could have a 
future interest in, enabling Cabinet to take a strategic view. 

Additionally, Cabinet is asked to note that the current intention for 
BCP Council is to express an interest in membership of the 
evolving Western Gateway Powerhouse given its strong synergy 
with the Western Gateway Sub National Transport Body. The 
above is subject though to Dorset Council formalising its own 
position so that Dorset as a sub- region is then best placed to 
benefit from future government infrastructure funding.  

Recommendations It is RECOMMENDED that: 

 1) Cabinet note that subject to confirmation of the 
alignment of Dorset Council’s formal position, that BCP 
Cabinet agrees to express an intent to join the Western 
Gateway Powerhouse and that negotiation of the 
detailed terms be delegated to the Director of Growth 
and Infrastructure; 

2) Cabinet approve the continuation of support to the 
sub-regional and sub-national partnerships BCP 
Council is currently involved in;  

3) Cabinet agrees to delegate to the relevant officers the 
task of positively exploring each sub-regional and sub-
national partnership opportunity as it arises, in line with 
an agreed set of criteria approved by the relevant 
portfolio holder(s).   

Reason for 
recommendations 

For Cabinet to take a strategic view of the sub-regional and sub-
national partnerships BCP Council is currently engaged with and 
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those that it might have a future interest in, to ensure that these are 
in line with its vision, plan and priorities.   

To secure the opportunity of future government infrastructure 
funding for Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole.  

Portfolio Holder(s):  Councillor Vikki Slade, Leader of the Council; Councillor Mark 
Howell, Portfolio Holder for Regeneration, Culture and Economy 

Corporate Director  Bill Cotton, Corporate Director Regeneration and Economy 

Report Authors Chris Shephard, Director – Development  

Julian McLaughlin, Director – Growth & Infrastructure   

Wards  Council-wide  

Classification  For Decision  
Title:  

Background 

1. For the purposes of this report, sub-regional partnerships and sub-national 
partnerships are strategic bodies directing, influencing and co-ordinating a range of 
activities relevant to the specific subject, made up of key private, public and other 
interests.  The geography of these partnerships varies but is at a sub-regional or 
sub-national level.  This report will cover sub-regional and sub-national partnerships 
that relate to economic development and regeneration, transportation, health, 
children’s services and a handful of other relevant examples.  

2. For many years, councils have been involved with sub-regional and sub-national 
partnerships. They are not unique to our area.  In many cases they are linked to 
Central Government policy and structures, often enabling funding and policies to 
flow from Government to the regions based on local requirements, and for the 
regions to report back information that helps to inform future Government policy. 
They can also be policy driven to better ensure there is synergy across a wider 
region than one local authority boundary.  

3. With the creation of BCP Council, and the creation of the Council’s vision, plan and 
objectives, Cabinet has requested the details of the sub-regional and sub-national 
partnerships the Council is currently involved with, and those that are developing 
which might be of interest in the future, which this report will provide.  

4. Figure 1 shows the reach of the sub-regional and sub-national partnerships that 
BCP Council is currently involved with, as well as highlighting the point that there are 
many drivers across different geographies for different reasons.  

5. Importantly, work has been developing to ensure that BCP Council is represented in 
at least one Sub national Strategic Transport Body.  Based on Government funding 
it is important to be represented to secure the opportunity towards future 
Government funded infrastructure.  The development of some sub national 
partnerships and their communication with Government has reached the stage of 
requesting formal support from local authorities.  This is explained in detail later in 
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the report.  Cabinet is therefore asked to show its intent to join the Western Gateway 
Powerhouse, subject to confirmation of the alignment of Dorset Council’s formal 
position, in order to secure the opportunity for future infrastructure funding for 
Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole.  

Figure 1: Map showing reach of partnerships 

 

 

Economic Partnerships 

6. This section of the report will look at the various economic partnerships that the 
Council is involved with and is aware of. To do so it is important to first outline the 
economic strengths of Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole. 

7. Our area has a thriving £10bn economy, 400,000 people, world class talent and a 
fantastic quality of life.  It is this fantastic quality of life and high-quality education 
offer that attracts a large and fast-growing digital tech cluster that is globally 
recognised.  Clustered around the Port of Poole and Bournemouth International 
Airport is a rich engineering and advanced manufacturing sector, and it is home to 
the largest financial sector outside London, represented by global financial services 
companies.  The three universities, college and international education 
establishments provide fantastic opportunities for life-long learning.   

Investment in new buildings, public realm, digital and sustainable transport 
infrastructure has reached £1bn since 2013.  

There are 15 miles of sandy beaches and 19 areas of special scientific interest, 
meaning the natural environment makes up nearly 1/5th of the area.   
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Our towns provide a rich cultural offer, with five Arts Council National Portfolio 
Organisations and a depth of grassroots talent as well as a world class harbour, a 
range of sporting prowess and a premiership football club in AFC Bournemouth. 

As the 12th largest unitary council, we strive to be the dynamic heart of the south 
with wellbeing and the environment at the centre of what we do, where everyone 
plays an active role.   

Local Enterprise Partnerships – Dorset LEP 

8. Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) are voluntary partnerships between local 
authorities and businesses set up in 2011 by the Department for Business, 
Innovation and Skills to help determine local economic priorities and lead economic 
growth and job creation within a local area. They carry out some of the functions 
previously carried out by the regional development agencies which were abolished 
in March 2012.   

9. There is a LEP covering Dorset – the Dorset LEP – which has an area of activity 
contiguous with the county boundary (in red, Figure 2).  BCP Council is a key 
stakeholder and board member, following on from the involvement of the preceding 
Councils. BCP Council pays an annual amount to Dorset LEP which supports its 
operations. 

10. The Dorset LEP works in partnership with businesses, local government, education 
institutes, transport providers and other industry and community organisations to 
drive economic growth, attract funding and investment, increase productivity and 
develop local industrial strategies for Dorset.  

11. Its priorities are to: 

- Create new jobs 

- Attract new businesses and grow existing ones 

-  Secure funding for projects that have long-term economic benefits 

-  Support businesses 

-  Develop skills, employment and career opportunities 

-  Support the development of appropriate housing 

-    Extend economic, social and environmentally positive impacts across all        
communities (of place, interest and business) 

12. The Dorset LEP is responsible for setting the strategic direction of Dorset's economy 
and delivering an investment programme of around £250 million.  The preceding 
Councils and now BCP Council has received significant funding from this £250m to 
deliver major projects in Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole, which are currently 
being delivered.    

13. The Dorset LEP is led by an experienced board of public and private sector 
members and has strict governance in place to ensure it spends public money in 
accordance with Government rules.  
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Figure 2: Map of Local Enterprise Partnerships on the south coast.  

 

 

Local Enterprise Partnerships – other LEPs 

14. To date there are 38 local enterprise partnerships in operation.  The neighbouring 
LEP to the east of Bournemouth Christchurch and Poole is Solent LEP. Solent LEP 
covers the cities of Southampton and Portsmouth, and from the New Forest in the 
west to Havant in the east (in green, Figure 2). Its priorities are similar to Dorset’s 
but focused around the needs of its own economic area.   

15. For further completeness, Figure 2 also shows in blue the Coast to Capital LEP 
which covers from Chichester (more accurately from the West Sussex county 
boundary), to Croydon in the north and on to Brighton in the east.   

Economic Partnerships – Other groupings 

16. In 2015, a partnership was formed in the north of England called the Northern 
Powerhouse.  It is the government’s vision for a “super-connected, globally-
competitive northern economy with a flourishing private sector, a highly-skilled 
population, and world-renowned civic and business leadership” 
(https://northernpowerhouse.gov.uk/about/).  

https://northernpowerhouse.gov.uk/about/
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17. It’s website also states that “Published at the 2016 Autumn Statement, the Northern 
Powerhouse Strategy explains how Government will work with stakeholders to 
address key barriers to productivity in the region. It forms part of the government’s 
industrial strategy which is building on the region’s strong economy and helping 
businesses up and down the country seize the opportunities presented by leaving 
the EU”.   

18. Subsequently, the Midlands area formed their own version, called the Midlands 
Engine, referencing its automotive strengths and history.  
https://www.midlandsengine.org/   

Economic Partnerships – The Great South West 

19. In the last few years, the Dorset LEP has been working with partners to create a 
similar grouping for the South West called The Great South West.  
https://www.dorsetlep.co.uk/great-south-west.  BCP Council is part of this initiative 
through our membership of Dorset LEP. The Great South West covers Dorset 
(including Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole), Somerset, Devon, Cornwall & 
Scilly Islands (Figure 3).  It has support from the Local Enterprise Partnerships, 
Local Authorities, Universities, and businesses from across this geography.   

20. The prospectus, available here: https://greatsouthwest.co.uk/20200108-GSW-
Prospectus-final.pdf makes the case to Government that together this region is 
economically powerful and an area that can facilitate the future growth that 
Government is seeking.   

21. The Great South West has a population of over 3 million, an economy of £64.4 
billion and almost 128,000 businesses.  It has 10 working ports and a huge 
exporting value of £12.75bn. Its prospectus proposes “a vision that is a green and 
blue economic revolution for the Great South West increasing the economy by up to 
£45 billion and create 190,000 new jobs”.  The prospectus also states that it is 
asking Government for: 

-  formal recognition and an identified Minister to link into Government 

-  £2million over three years to move forward at pace and enabling the 
development of full business cases across the range of topics covered in its 
prospectus 

-  support for an enhanced export and investment hub;  

-  recognition of a Great South West Tourism Zone and 

-  an agreement to create a rural productivity deal. 

It is highly possible that the Great South West could receive future Government 
funding towards these requests. However, from a Bournemouth, Christchurch and 
Poole perspective, the prospectus doesn’t take account of the size, demographics 
and economic strengths of the conurbation as outlined earlier in this report and 
seems to lack an urban focus.  

Economic Partnerships – The Central South 

22. Whilst there is an opportunity to be a part of the Great South West Initiative, there 
are perhaps more economic and social synergies between Bournemouth, 
Christchurch and Poole, and the Solent region. For example, in both there is a 
strong marine and maritime industry, a strong aerospace sector, a large financial 
services sector, a fast-growing technology and digital sector, and cultural and 

https://www.midlandsengine.org/
https://www.dorsetlep.co.uk/great-south-west
https://greatsouthwest.co.uk/20200108-GSW-Prospectus-final.pdf
https://greatsouthwest.co.uk/20200108-GSW-Prospectus-final.pdf
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tourism assets that are complimentary to each other. Talent moves between the 
locations in large numbers and following the strong trade corridors.  There are 3 
international ports, 2 international airports and at least 7 universities.  

23. From an education perspective our universities and higher education (HE) providers 
complement each other in their offers. They are part of a Southern Universities 
Network (SUN) which is a collaborative partnership comprising HE providers in the 
counties of Hampshire, Dorset and the unitary authority area of the Isle of Wight.   

24. There are strong political ties too. Through its membership of the Key Cities Group 
(www.keycities.co.uk), BCP Council is developing strong links with Southampton 
and Portsmouth at a leadership level looking at where our places and our Councils 
have similar challenges and opportunities and considering how these could be 
worked through together.   

This therefore suggests that there could be an opportunity for a new economic 
partnership to represent the Central South. This could run from the Hampshire 
border in the east (Emsworth/Havant) to Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole in 
the west, and as far north as Basingstoke, creating an alternative economic 
partnership to better promote our area to government, investor and to world class 
talent. Figure 2 shows how the Central South could sit alongside the Great South 
West.  

Figure 3: The Central South and The Great South West 

  

25. The possibility of a Central South is being addressed from different approaches 
through two organisations, Business South and the Southern Policy Centre, 
however as yet there is no equivalent partnership that is as well defined as the 
others listed here or that covers this geography in full.  

Business South 

http://www.keycities.co.uk/
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26. From their website (www.businesssouth.org), Business South states it is “the 
independent representative of businesses in Central South England, supporting the 
prosperity of the region by bringing together business leaders, educators, public 
bodies and entrepreneurs to create a dominant and powerful force for growth and 
innovation”.  Business South has been running for over 10 years and has a strong 
business, public and education membership.   

27. BCP Council, and the preceding Bournemouth Council, are “Champions”, in that we 
pay a membership fee to be part of the network.  For this the Council gets access to 
the network and the chance to shape promotional or other activities that help to 
position Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole as a great place in which to live, 
work, visit and study, as part of the Central South region.  An example is the annual 
Regenerate South conference at which the Council has had a presence over the 
years to promote development and regeneration opportunities to investors and the 
wider private sector alongside Portsmouth, Southampton and other locations within 
the area. The 2020 Regenerate South Conference will be held in Bournemouth in 
December.  

28. For all its strengths however, this group is largely for and about business 
development. It is not a political organisation and is not a Local Enterprise 
Partnership. It has a voice with the area’s MPs and therefore with Government, but it 
doesn’t have the levers that local authorities have.  

Southern Policy Centre 

29. The second organisation that is working on the concept of the Central South is the 
Southern Policy Centre, which is “the only think tank for central southern England, 
covering a broad area from Dorset to West Sussex, and the Isle of Wight to 
Oxfordshire.”  

Run by ex-MP John Denham, according to its website 
http://southernpolicycentre.co.uk/ it specialises in  

“Devolution policy; Innovative forms of public policy making; Open data research; 
Health and social care research; Education and skills policy; working with leaders in 
business, government at all levels and the third sector to make sure it’s research 
has real impact for southern England”.   

Most recently the Southern Policy Centre has held workshops on the theme of a 
strategy for the Central South Region, which BCP Council attended.  The research 
is still to be published and is expected later this year. This may be the basis for a 
new economic partnership to be formed. 

Economic Partnerships – Greater Brighton 

30. It is worth noting that further east, another grouping is beginning to stretch its 
boundaries. Greater Brighton https://greaterbrighton.com/ (Figure 4) now reaches as 
far west as Bognor Regis and northward up the M23 connecting with the Gatwick 
Airport area (the Gatwick Diamond http://www.gatwickdiamond.co.uk/). It too is 
talking to Government about what it could do to boost its economy in return for 
funding and political support.  

 

 

 

http://www.businesssouth.org/
http://southernpolicycentre.co.uk/
https://greaterbrighton.com/
http://www.gatwickdiamond.co.uk/
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Figure 4: Map covering the Great South West, Greater Brighton and the Gatwick 
Diamond and the outline of the relevant LEP areas 

 

Economic Partnerships - Summary 

31. BCP Council is currently part of the Dorset Local Enterprise Partnership and is also 
currently part of the Great South West initiative. This may yield future investment 
from Government.  However, work is being undertaken to establish whether there is 
an opportunity to develop a prospectus for the Central South.  As a result of strong 
political connections, the Key Cities Group, and placed based synergies such as the 
transfer of talent, knowledge, products and services, environmental, cultural and 
tourism assets, early conversations are being had to explore options for closer 
working between BCP Council and its neighbours to the east.  This can be 
considered further on the publication of research by the Southern Policy Centre later 
this year. 

Transport Partnerships  

32. This section of the report will look at the various sub-national transport partnerships 
that the Council is involved with and is aware of. It also asks Cabinet to note the intent 
to join the Western Gateway Powerhouse, subject to confirmation of the alignment of 
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Dorset Council’s formal position, in order to secure the maximum opportunity for future 
infrastructure funding for Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole.  

Sub national Transport Bodies (STB’s) 

33. Local authorities across England have responded to the Government’s request for 
greater strategic thinking about transport investment by forming Sub national 
Transport Bodies (STBs).  STBs were identified, with accompanying legislation, within 
the Cities and Local Government Devolution Act 2016.  The Act enables existing 
individual authorities to formally join in a partnership to produce a Strategic Transport 
Plan and represent its members in discussions with Government on the delivery of 
strategic transport infrastructure. STB’s now cover the United Kingdom (excluding 
London) as outlined in Figure 5 below.  

Figure 5: Sub-National Transport Bodies in England 

 

34. In response to the climate change emergency and the COVID19 crisis STBs 
collectively strive to create a sustainable transport system that is user focussed. 
Together they not only want reduced congestion on our roads and better public 
transport, improved walking and cycling choices but believe in improving the lives of 
people and businesses, rebalancing the UK economy and turning the regions outside 
of London into exciting places to grow and thrive for generations to come.   

35. The framework and broad geographies for STB’s were defined by Government, 
although the decision on the precise geographical coverage of each STB was given 
to local partners. The crucial point with STB’s is that they are now the main conduit 
for significant infrastructure funding rather than through Local Enterprise Partnerships. 
They also provide a direct forum for discussing prioritised investment with 
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Government as well as Highways England and Network Rail amongst other key 
stakeholders.    

36. In 2018 both Borough of Poole and Bournemouth Borough Councils agreed to join the 
emerging Western Gateway Shadow Sub-National Transport Body (WGSTB) with 
suitable funding contributions (jointly £20K then a commitment of £50,000 across the 
two financial years 2019/20 and 2020/21 on behalf of the new Bournemouth, 
Christchurch and Poole Unitary Council). This was done while seeking to maintain 
close working and appropriate cooperation with the emerging South West Peninsula 
Shadow Sub-National Transport Body. On LGR this arrangement formally moved to 
Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole BCP Council. The WGSTB itself has bid for 
future year support monies and await a response form the Department of Transport.   

The Western Gateway STB 

37. The Western Gateway STB is formed by an alliance of nine local authorities with a 
commitment to work together to drive innovation, maximise economic growth and 
improve industrial productivity by strengthening travel connections to local, national 
and international markets.     

38. The Western Gateway STB is currently forming a Strategic Transport Plan (for both 
the short and long term) to consider all modes of transport within the context of 
strategic travel.  Strategic travel is defined as travel between two local authority areas, 
for example somebody living in Trowbridge, but working in Bristol or a road haulier 
travelling from the Port of Poole to Gloucester/ M4 and beyond.    

39. Considering connectivity at a sub national level enables local authorities to consider 
the role and function of the complete travel corridor instead of only focusing on local 
issues within their administrative boundary.  It also recognises the collective impact of 
schemes and their mutual benefit across a wider area regardless of where the 
improvement is physically located.     

40. The investment priorities may include a variety of improvements including passenger 
transport schemes; strategic cycle schemes, highway capacity schemes; urban 
traffic management schemes; green travel infrastructure or integrated ticketing 
solutions – all with an overarching need to decarbonise the transport network in line 
with the government's emerging Transport Decarbonisation Plan.  The current draft 
plan, prior to release, has already been altered based on direct requirements from 
both BCP and BAINES Portfolio Holders so that it better includes for both interurban 
and urban based sustainable infrastructure. This is to reflect the needs of climate 
change into the longer term.     

41. Dorset Council is also a member of the Western Gateway STB and as with many 
economic and land use arrangements it is crucial for the County area that both BCP 
and Dorset Councils are aligned as close partners. Our relevant Portfolio Holders both 
currently sit on the WGSTB Board with senior officer support.  

42. Members of the Western Gateway STB are committed to working together and 
providing a single voice to Government on strategic transport investment and 
prioritisation.  This makes working with the Department for Transport (DfT), Highways 
England and Network Rail much more streamlined and results in fewer, but much 
more coordinated and powerful conversations while removing the risk of competing 
local priorities.  
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43. The draft short-term plan will cover the next five years to match the Government’s 
existing Strategic and Major highway funding rounds.  As such the schemes identified 
as short-term priorities reflect existing funding commitments.  

44. Despite the short timeframe the plan shall also aim to identify longer term strategy 
aims and shall provide stakeholders with information on how the STB will function on 
behalf of its members.  Work on the long-term Strategic Transport Plan has already 
begun.   

45. It is anticipated that the production of the updated evidence base required to inform 
the long-term plan will be overseen by four new strategic partnership groups each 
formed to consider one of the four strategic travel corridors currently identified in the 
Western Gateway area.      

46. The four corridors identified include:  

• South East to South Wales  

• South East to South West   

• Midlands to the South West   

• Midlands to the South Coast  

47. The long-term Strategic Transport Plan (to be adopted in March 2023) will have an 
extended timeframe to 2050 and will provide long-term certainty for the stakeholders 
the plan represents.  It will be used to inform future Government investment decisions 
post 2025.   

48. The STB is not about taking decisions and responsibilities away from local 
communities, instead it focuses on strengthening delivery by demonstrating strategic 
leadership and working collaboratively for material advantage for the Western 
Gateway area. 

49. This month the Western Gateway STB Board has agreed to commence its 
consultation on its emerging Strategic Transport Plan with a vision:  

“To enable sustainable economic growth by identifying a long-term investment 
programme designed to deliver a well-connected, reliable and resilient strategic 
transport system; that supports the nation to recover from the impacts of the 
Coronavirus pandemic; influences the carbon reduction agenda; closes 
productivity gaps and makes the Western Gateway area more competitive, 
while respecting its world class natural and built environments”. 

50. The priority themes for investment include for urban metro style intervention in key 
urban hubs (including BCP) as well as north-south corridor connectivity to ports (both 
air and sea) with the latter linked to national policy.     

51. Proposed investment priorities will also feed into the Strategic Transport Plan where 
they can be considered against Western Gateway Objectives and the pan Western 
Gateway scheme prioritisation of schemes i.e. for RIS3, MRN, and Network Rail. A 
joined-up approach in turn linked to national investment plans.  

52. Importantly the Local Authority members of the WGSTB are all members of the 
emerging Western Gateway Powerhouse other than Dorset Council and BCP Council. 

The Western Gateway Powerhouse 
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53. A partnership that is still forming is the Western Gateway Powerhouse. Its draft 
prospectus suggests that its geography covers a similar geography as the Western 
Gateway STB with the addition of South Wales.   

54. Launched in November 2019 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cross-border-
western-gateway-will-form-new-powerhouse-in-uk-economy the Western Gateway 
Powerhouse states it is a “partnership to, adding value to existing governance and 
business structures, focussing on the areas where scale and collaboration can 
achieve inclusive and sustainable growth for our people and the wider UK economy. 
Covering the cross-border gateway from Swindon to Swansea and Weston super 
mare to Tewkesbury – we are the UK’s newest powerhouse. We already outperform 
UK average output (excluding London) but our ambition is to become a green dynamo 
for the future economy”.  

55. It has three ambitions: 

- Accelerate agglomeration benefits and modal shift through sustainable inter/intra 
region connectivity  

-  Drive export and investment led growth, marketing its clean growth 4.0 expertise 
to the world 

-  Catalyse cross-sectoral innovation in its distinctive high-tech sectors, universities 
and R&D assets 

56. Its next steps are to  

-  Establish a secretariat to support the Gateway partnership 

-  Conduct a rapid Governance review to determine its governance structure 

-  Consult with partners and stakeholders to develop a vision statement 

-  Set up an Independent Economic Review, building on the evidence it has already 
from Local Industrial Strategies and City Region Economic Strategies 

-  Develop detailed outline business case propositions for the major investments            
they want to see from Government and institutional investors 

57. The Western Gateway Powerhouse is now inviting BCP Council and Dorset Council 
to confirm our position. Dorset Council Cabinet is being asked to show its intent to join 
the Western Gateway Powerhouse and a decision has already been made for BCP to 
join subject to confirmation of Dorset Council’s formal position.  

58. The Chancellor of Exchequer recently announced in the budget speech government 
support for an economic review of the Western Gateway Powerhouse area and 
Highways England through its Route Investment Strategy has confirmed the need for 
a strategic study between the M4 and Dorset Coast. It is therefore important for both 
BCP and Dorset Council to draw on these benefits by being members of both the 
WGSTB and the WG Powerhouse in order to strengthen its relative position in seeking 
out strategic investment linked to both economic and infrastructure improvements.    

Other Transport Partnerships  

59. The map at Figure 5 clearly shows the other neighbouring STBs. To the west, in blue 
there is the Peninsula Transport Body, and to the east, Transport for the South East.   

60. Transport for the South East (TfSE), as with the other groups, has clearly articulated 
its vision and is positioning itself with Government.  A recent presentation given by 
TfSE suggested there are no schemes or projects in its future planning any further 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cross-border-western-gateway-will-form-new-powerhouse-in-uk-economy
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/cross-border-western-gateway-will-form-new-powerhouse-in-uk-economy
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west than Southampton. However, the partnership is seeking a closer working 
relationship with the Western Gateway STB.  

Transport Partnerships – Summary  

61. Strategic Transport Bodies are the conduit through which Government funding shall 
flow for major transport investment into the future. BCP Council is currently a partner 
in the Western Gateway STB, covering the area shown in orange in Figure 5.  

62. Strategic Transport Plans based on an evidence base are forming ready for 
consultation. The emerging priority themes are linked to improving sustainable 
transport within the BCP conurbation hub itself as well as two further connectivity 
corridors set to directly influence strategic travel in both east-west and north-south 
directions while seeking to better connect our ports and airports.  

63. Transport for the South East does not have a focus on areas west of Southampton, 
assuming these will be addressed by the Western Gateway STB.  

64. A wider grouping of the Western Gateway members plus South Wales called the 
Western Gateway Powerhouse has recently formed and there is strong potential for 
both BCP and Dorset Councils to now join. It is unclear at present how this shall fit 
with the Great South West initiative as it has overlapping geographies and with a very 
different focus on outcomes.  

Health Partnerships – NHS England and Improvement 

65. From a health perspective, BCP Council is part of the South West region structures 
of NHS England and Improvement, although there are some NHS specialist 
functions where partnership working is with the South-Central area rather than the 
South West.  

66. NHS England is split into seven regions which support local systems to provide 
more joined up and sustainable care for patients.  The regional teams are 
responsible for the quality, financial and operational performance of all NHS 
organisations in their region, drawing on the expertise and support of our corporate 
teams to improve services for patients and support local transformation. They also 
support the identity and development of sustainability and transformation 
partnerships and integrated care systems 

67. NHS England and NHS Improvement South West is one of the seven regional 
teams covering the counties of Bath, Wiltshire, West Bristol, Somerset, 
Gloucestershire, Cornwall and Isles of Scilly, Devon and Dorset.  This team “makes 
sure that people across the South West have access to high quality health and care 
services” https://www.england.nhs.uk/south/.  Its website goes on to say:  

“Our work involves supporting the 7 Integrated Care Systems and Sustainability and 
Transformation Partnerships, 22 NHS trusts and 9 Clinical Commissioning Groups in 
the South West region, to ensure that together they provide excellent services that 
meet the needs of patients. 

We do this by providing professional leadership to the local NHS on commissioning, 
digital transformation, assurance and delivery, finance, nursing, medical and clinical 
leadership. 

We oversee foundation trusts and NHS trusts, as well as independent providers that 
provide NHS-funded care. We offer the support these providers need to give 
patients consistently safe, high quality, compassionate care within local health 
systems that are financially sustainable. By holding providers to account and, where 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/south/
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necessary, intervening, we help the NHS to meet its short-term challenges and 
secure its future. 

We are also responsible for commissioning some healthcare services across the 
South West including; primary care services  (GPs, dentists, opticians and 
pharmacists), screening and immunisations programmes, specialised services, 
health services for those in the armed forces, and, health services for children, 
young people and adults in secure and detained services”.  

68. This is a different geography again to the economic and transport sub-national and 
sub-regional partnerships outlined earlier in the report, themselves representing 
different geographies.  

Health Partnerships – Dorset Integrated Care System 

69. BCP Council is a major partner with the NHS in the Dorset Integrated Care System 
which covers BCP and Dorset Council areas.   Dorset’s integrated care system, 
known locally as ‘Our Dorset’ has evolved from years of partnership working to 
improve services. The partnership includes: 

- Dorset Clinical Commissioning Group 

- Foundation trusts: Dorset County Hospital, Poole Hospital, The Royal 
Bournemouth and Christchurch Hospitals, Dorset Healthcare University and 
South Western Ambulance Service 

- BCP Council and Dorset Council 

- Public Health Dorset 

70. According its website www.dorsetvision.nhs.uk,”the population of some 787,000 is 
expected to grow to above 800,000 by 2023, with between 20 and 30 per cent aged 
over 70. 7.8 per cent of the population live in the most deprived areas of England 
and life expectancy for men varies by more than 11 years. More people are living 
longer with long-term conditions. 

‘Our Dorset’ wants to change the system to provide services to meet the needs of 
local people and deliver better outcomes. The ambition is to see every person in 
Dorset stay healthy for longer and feel more confident and supported in managing 
their own health. 

A number of programmes will close the gaps in health and wellbeing and lead to 
improved health outcomes, a better patient experience, the same standard of care 
across all health and care settings, more choice about when and where to receive 
treatment and less time travelling to attend appointments. 

Prevention at scale will help people to stay healthy and avoid getting unwell. 

Integrated community services will support individuals who are unwell, by providing 
care at home and in community settings 

One acute network will help those who need the most specialist support 

Leading and working differently will help shape the workforce of the future 

Digitally-enabled Dorset will increase the use of technology”. 

71. This requires the delivery of five key ambitions: 

- Services organised around people 

http://www.dorsetvision.nhs.uk/
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- Supporting people to stay well and take better care of themselves 

- Delivering more care closer to home 

- Integrated teams of professionals working together 

- Re-organising hospital services 

 

Health Partnerships – Adult Social Care 

72. In terms of Adult Social Care, the Council is part of the South West Region for the 
Association for Directors of Adult Social Care (ADASS).  National statistics for adult 
social care are reported on a regional basis with BCP Council in the South West 
Region and sector-led improvement work is organised through the South West 
regional network with the participation of all Councils, the LGA and ADASS. 

Health Partnerships – Summary 

73. BCP Council is part of the NHS England South West Region. There is some working 
in the Central South region, but this is the exception.  BCP Council and Dorset 
Council work together with the NHS on the Dorset Integrated Care System which 
covers the two Council areas.  Adult Social Care is part of the South West Region 
for the Association for Directors of Adult Social Care.  All of these represent different 
geographies to the economic and transport focused partnerships, apart from the 
Dorset LEP, which covers the same boundary as the Dorset Integrated Care 
System.  

Other Relevant Partnerships 

74. BCP Council is part of the South West Region for Directors of Children’s Services 
and the Pan-Dorset Safeguarding Children Partnership (PDSCP).  The PDSCP 
covers the same geography as the Dorset LEP. 

75. BCP Council has a strong relationship with the South West Councils partnership, for 
the purposes of HR, workforce and Trade Union issues. BCP Council contribute 
data and insights regularly, also attending quarterly meetings. Key issues regarding 
the National Pay Award, National Minimum Wage and changes to Terms and 
Conditions of employment are discussed. The partnership allows BCP Council to 
influence regional and national issues relating to workforce related matters and 
gains value in sharing knowledge and best practice with local authorities across the 
South West region. 

76. Under the ambit of SW Councils, the Chief Executives of the 30+ local authorities in 
the south west meet regularly to discuss issues of common interest.  This Chief 
Executives group has been invaluable during the Covid-19 pandemic and has been 
directly supporting MHCLG in their regional planning and the SW Leader’s Group 
regarding recovery.  This has enabled Chief Executives to identify those things that 
are genuinely held in common across the whole region and to also set up sub-
groups dealing with specific issues that affect only part of the cohort. The Chief 
Executives group may evolve into the support group for the Great South West 
economic planning, even though it contains a wider membership, including to Bristol 
and Gloucestershire, as this gives the advantage of using existing structures to 
deliver some evolving regional and sub-regional developments. 
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Options Appraisal 

77. Option 1: to accept the recommendations outlined above which will ensure 
Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole, and BCP Council are a key part of the 
partnerships that will bring the most benefit to businesses, residents and visitors.  

78. Option 2: to not accept the recommendations which will mean Bournemouth, 
Christchurch and Poole, and the Council, may miss opportunities that could have 
benefited businesses, residents and visitors.  

Summary of financial implications 

79. At this time, only Dorset LEP requires any revenue funding from BCP Council, which 
is put towards its operational running costs.  None of the other partnerships request 
revenue funding from the Council at this time.  There is a future expectation that 
capital funding will be required from the Council to the Western Gateway STB as 
match funding towards future Government funded schemes, should there be any for 
Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole.   

Summary of legal implications 

80. No legal implications arise directly from the recommendation contained within this 
Report. There will be implications arising from proposals emanating from 
partnerships and the governance arrangements which apply in respect of individual 
partnerships which would be considered should the terms be varied, or decisions as 
to future engagement affecting the governance arise.   

Summary of human resources implications 

81. Membership of sub-national and sub-regional partnerships take a significant amount 
of officer and member time.  This is through attendance at board meetings, 
development of bids and lobbying for support and visibility.  Cabinet are advised that 
whilst keeping its options open is the recommended way forward, there is a limited 
pool of resources to maximise the benefits of them.  Strong communication between 
officers and members is a priority if there is to be clarity of action and direction 
between partnerships for the benefit of Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole 

Summary of sustainability impact 

82. Many of the partnerships mentioned refer to the importance of sustainability and 
clean growth in their ambitions and offer to Government.  Given the geographies of 
the partnerships, travel to and from meetings to service their development need to 
be considered from a sustainable travel perspective where possible. 

Summary of public health implications 

83. The partnerships discussed put public health and wellbeing at the heart of their 
plans, albeit from different perspectives.  The opportunity to connect economic, 
transport and health related partnerships to BCP Council’s vision, corporate plan 
and objectives through this strategic view is one that should be grasped to maximise 
the opportunities for public health and wellbeing.   
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Summary of equality implications 

84. This is a report about the partnerships the Council is involved with or would consider 
being involved with in future.  BCP Council would want to ensure any partnership it 
is involved with supports an approach that champions equality and diversity  

Summary of risk assessment 

85. The main risks with these partnerships are: 

86. Political: being associated with one partnership or another may create political risks 
for BCP Council, which may result in a reduced chance of future Government 
funding and therefore reduced outcomes for residents, businesses and visitors 

87. Reputational: being associated with one partnership or another may create a 
reputational risk for BCP Council, resulting in it not being able to access future 
Government funding and therefore reduced outcomes for residents, businesses -and 
visitors 

88. Financial: not being clear on which partnerships BCP Council is a part of and why 
may result in it having a reduced chance for future Government funding. And 
therefore, reduced outcomes for residents, businesses and visitors. 

Background papers 

None 

Appendices   

None 

 


